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Sustainable and Eco Friendly Garment Manufacturing
complete Fully vertical integrated setup.

Our journey
towards  sustainability  
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Sree Santhosh Garments : 
Crafting  Sustainable Fashion for a Greener Future.

Welcome to Sree Santhosh, a pioneering force in the world of knit 
apparels and textile manufacturing since 1986. With a rich heritage and 
commitment to excellence, we have been proudly supporting some of the world's 
leading brands with our impeccable products and services.

As a one-stop shop, we offer bespoke design development and manufacturing of 
women's, men's, and kids' lifestyle apparels. From conceptualization to production, 
our skilled team ensures unparalleled quality and craftsmanship, tailored to meet 
the unique requirements of each brand we collaborate with.

At Sree Santhosh, we are proud to be the first LEED Platinum Certified 
Textile Green Factory in India, embodying our unwavering commitment to 
sustainability. Our Eco-Friendly and Vertically Integrated garment Manufacturing 
Unit operates entirely on renewable energy, reducing our carbon footprint and 
preserving the environment for future generations.

With a sustainable view, we prioritize ethical practices, social responsibility, and 
environmental stewardship. Our commitment to sustainability is reflected in every 
aspect of our operations, from responsible sourcing of materials to minimizing 
waste and promoting fair labour practices.

When you choose Sree Santhosh, you not only receive exceptional products and 
services but also contribute to a greener and more sustainable future. Join us in our 
journey towards a better world as we create fashion that blends style and 
conscience.

Together, let's embrace sustainability and make a positive impact on the world 
through responsible fashion.

About us
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Director’s
Perspective

As pioneers of sustainability, we integrate eco-friendly practices at 
every step. Our vertically integrated manufacturing unit powered by 
renewable energy showcases our commitment to a greener future, 
where sustainability and fashion harmoniously coexist.

C. Chandramohan (Founder)
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Vinoth Kumar (Managing Director)

Being vertically integrated gives us a unique advantage. From design 
development to production, we maintain full control over every aspect, 
ensuring seamless processes, efficient resource utilization, and the ability 
to deliver exceptional, sustainable products to our esteemed clients.

At Sree Santhosh, our unwavering commitment to quality sets us 
apart. From meticulous craftsmanship to stringent quality control, we 
ensure that every product we create meets the highest standards, 
reflecting our dedication to excellence.

Rajiv Kumar (Executive Director)
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Spinning
Spinning Excellence, 
Sustaining the Future.
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A leading textile division equipped with state-of-the-art machinery, 
including over 21,000 latest spindles. We take pride in our world-class 
production facilities, from the Blow room to winding, enabling us to deliver 
exceptional quality yarn. With a production capacity of 14 tons per day and 
a range from 16's to 44's Count, we cater to diverse customer needs. We 
prioritize sustainability, implementing eco-friendly practices throughout 
our operations to ensure a greener and more responsible textile industry.

Spinning
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Knitting
Knitting Excellence, 
Fashion with Sustainability
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Our Knitting Unit boasts cutting-edge jacquard, flat, and 
circular machines, ensuring top-notch quality and versatility. 
From Jersey to rib, we offer a wide range of outputs to meet 
diverse demands. With a production capacity of 14 tons of 
knitted grey fabric, we cater to various industry needs. Our 
dedicated research unit constantly explores the latest 
fashion trends, infusing sustainability into our garments. 

Knitting

Latest Machines knitted grey fabric
Production per day

Top-Notch
Quality & Versatility
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Dyeing
Dyeing with excellence,preserving our planet



Our Eco-Friendly Dyeing Unit is equipped with a Zero Liquid 
Discharge plant, emphasizing our commitment to sustainable 
practices. We recycle and reuse water, minimizing environmental 
impact. With a dyeing  capacity of more than 24 tons per day ready to 
cut fabric. we deliver exceptional quality while maintaining
eco-conscious operations.

Dyeing
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Cutting
Crafted with precision,
embroidered with sustainability.
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In our Fabric Finishing, Cutting, and Washing
 department, we offer a range of high-quality 
services from peach finishing and chemical washing 
to brushing and stenter finishing. Our washing 
techniques, including silicon, satin, bio, and faded 
wash, are designed to minimize environmental 
impact. With capacities of more than 55,000 cut 
pieces per day, our cutting and laying operations 
combine innovative design and style with the latest 
CAD systems. At our facility, we strive to deliver 
exceptional results while maintaining a strong 
commitment to sustainability and responsible 
manufacturing practices.

Internal Laboratory

Fabric Storage Inhouse Laboratory Process
Dimentional Stability To Washing
Colour Fastness To Laundring
Colour Fastness To Crocking
Spirality
Appearance After Washing
Mass Per Unit Area(Gsm)
Attachement Strength (Poppers, Buttons,bow, Drawcard Etc)
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Printing
Vibrant Printing, Sustainable 
Solutions. Let's Create Responsibly
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Our Printing division offers a versatile range of ztechniques 
using two manual table top, 8-color and 12-color automatic 
machines. With a production capacity of 18,000 pieces per 
day and 1,500 pieces per day for digital printing, we cater to 
various requirements. Embracing sustainability, we prioritize 
eco-friendly practices in our printing processes. Our extensive 
range includes pigment, non-PVC, CMYK, discharge, photo, 
PU, silicone HD, and more. From embossing and flocking to 
digital and HD prints, we offer a wide array of sustainable 
options. Our commitment to sustainability extends to materials 
such as leather applique, satin applique, and all types of vinyl 
and reflective prints. Together, let's create vibrant designs with 
minimal environmental impact.

Printing
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18000 +
Pieces Production
Capacity per day

1500+
Pieces per day for

Digital Printing
8 - color & 12- color
Automatic machines

Eco Friendly Unit



Embroidery
Crafted with precision,
embroidered with sustainability.

Our Embroidery division is powered by cutting-edge Japanese 
technology 4 Barudan Machines, enabling us to deliver exceptional 
craftsmanship. With a production capacity of 10,000 pieces per day, 
we cater to high-volume orders without compromising quality. Our 
embroidery offerings include Chanielle emb, Tuft emb, and Turo 
color sequence, adding unique textures and designs to garments. 

Embroidery
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Sustainable product
which we can offer :-

Fabrics

100% organic cotton
Organic cotton with Tencel
Fair Trade Cotton
Fair trade Organic Cotton
Recycle cotton with Recycle Polyester
Organic cotton with recycle Cotton
BCI Cotton
Eco Vero

Jersey   |  Pique   |  Fleece   |   Jacquards  |  Ribs  |  Pointelle  |  Interlock   |  Waffle   |   Terry  |   Cross Knits  |   Platted Interlock  | etc.,

Our Product Strength
Where Style Meets Responsibility
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Our Garment Designing Division is where creativity meets sustainability. With a 
passionate team of designers, we bring forth innovative and eco-friendly fashion 
solutions. From concept development to material selection, we prioritize sustainable 
practices, incorporating organic and recycled materials into our designs. Our 
commitment to sustainability extends to every stage of production, ensuring responsible 
manufacturing processes and promoting ethical fashion. Discover our collection that 
combines style and  sustainability, making a positive impact on the environment and the 
world we live in.

In House Design
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India’s first LEED Platinum Green Factory
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Garmenting
Measures

Maximising natural light internally through large windows 
and skylights. 

Prismatic panels installed under skylights for optimum 
dispersion.

Reducing power consumption wherever possible.

Re-Cycling of waste water including sewage.

Minimising carbon dioxide emissions.

Utilising cement paver blocks for driveways.

Introducing natural greenery across all sites.

Facilitating rain harvesting systems.

Installing LED lights in all production areas.

Humidifying the working atmosphere instead of 
air-conditioning to provide comfortable working 
conditions with reduced power consumption.

Providing fully insulated Galvalume roofing for heat 
reflection.

100% Renewable Energy by Solar and Wind Mills.

Sewing Capacity of more than 55,000 Pieces per day
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We prioritize eco-friendly packaging solutions by using recycled materials and promoting 
biodegradable options. Our packaging is designed to minimize waste and reduce environ-
mental impact throughout the supply chain.

Eco-Friendly Packaging

We actively invest in renewable energy sources, such as solar and wind power, to power 
our operations. By reducing reliance on fossil fuels, we contribute to a cleaner and more 
sustainable energy future.

Renewable Energy Sources

We prioritize transparency within our supply chain, working closely with our suppliers to 
ensure ethical practices, fair labour conditions, and responsible sourcing of materials. 
We value long-term partnerships built on trust and shared sustainability goals.

Supply Chain Transparency

We actively engage with local communities and contribute to their well-being. Through 
initiatives such as educational programs, skill development, and supporting social 
causes, we strive to make a positive impact beyond our business operations.

Community Engagement
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We, at SSG, are committed to a sustainable future and take pride in practicing green 
ethics. Our focus is on planting trees in and around Tirupur to contribute to a greener 
environment. In collaboration with Vanathukkul Tirupur, we have planted over 100 
plants, promoting biodiversity and preserving our planet for future generations.

A Greener Promise

At SSG, we prioritize ethical sourcing, processing, and delivery of our products. From 
using organic cotton and raw materials to the finished product, we ensure every step 
is environmentally conscious. Our effective waste management and pollution control 
policies protect Mother Earth. With an advanced Effluent Treatment Plant (ETP) 
capable of treating 10,00,000 litres/day, we achieve zero wastage and zero pollution, 
complying with environmental regulations.

Environmental Responsibility

We actively participate in initiatives to save our natural environment, such as planting 
trees and building nests for birds. By fostering a flourishing ecosystem, we contribute to 
the preservation of our planet and its future.

Ethical Environmentalists

We are committed to ongoing improvement in our sustainability practices. We regularly 
assess and monitor our environmental performance, set targets for reduction in energy 
and water consumption, and explore innovative solutions to further enhance our 
sustainability efforts.

At SSG, we are dedicated to sustainability across all aspects of our operations. From 
zero discharge and organic certifications to fair trade practices and low carbon 
initiatives, we strive to protect the planet and create a better future for all.

Continuous Improvement
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Quality Control: 
Our company prioritizes sustainability in quality control practices, focusing on environmental responsibility and minimizing ecological footprint. We implement sustainable 
processes and materials, ensuring exceptional products and a responsible approach for our customers.
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Leading the way to sustainable fashion.

Protecting the planet

Our commitment to environmental responsibility is evident through our 
installation of salt and water recycling plants. With multi-effect  evaporators 
and crystallizers, we recover and reuse salt and water. Our primary, 
secondary, and tertiary effluent treatment plants, equipped with reverse 
osmosis systems, recycle water, treating 1500kgs of salt and 10,00,000 
litres of water daily.

Zero Discharge

We are proud to hold GOTS and USB certifications, ensuring the highest 
standards of organic farming, production, and distribution. This comprehensive 
certification guarantees traceability across our entire supply chain and protects 
farmers and agriculture workers from harmful pesticides.

100% Organic Products
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To combat social injustices in the manufacturing industry, we promote transparency through 
independent audits of our supply chain. We actively support fair labour conditions and social 
welfare initiatives, striving for a fair and ethical clothing industry.

Fair Trade & Fair Wear

Our factories and facilities are powered by green electricity generated from our own wind 
turbines, reducing our carbon footprint and reliance on fossil fuels

Low Carbon

We prioritize responsible water management by implementing dye effluent processing through 
closed-loop purification systems. Our treatment ponds, sand filtration, and reverse osmosis 
processes convert waste water into clean water, powered by solar energy.

Water Treatment

All our products are OEKO-TEX 100 standard class 1 certified, ensuring the safety of textiles 
and dyestuff for both health and the environment

Environmentally Friendly
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Eco Friendly Packaging & labelling
Leading the way to sustainable fashion.
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100% Organic Cotton Recycled Paper Stickers
100% Organic Cotton Recycled Paper Tags
100% Recycled Polyester Woven labels
100% Organic Cotton Tape Printed Labels
100% Recycled Polyester Elastics
100% Recycled Polybags
Bio-Degradable Polybags
We are using FSC Certified Tags & Packing and Carton Boxes
We are using FSC Certified Recycled Tags & Boxes

SUSTAINABLE TRIMS



Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) drives our commitment to ethical behaviour, 
economic development, and improving the quality of life for our workforce, their families, 
and the local community. Our sustainability policy focuses on energy conservation, waste 
reduction, consumer and environmental safety, and knowledge-sharing with employees.

Sustained Commitment

To become self-reliant in electricity production, SSG has installed Wind mills generating 12 
MW and Solar generating 4 MW of capacity power, catering to a significant portion of our 
energy requirements. We strive to generate power in eco-friendly ways and contribute to a 
greener future

Green Power Generation

With deep concern for Mother Nature, we have undertaken the initiative of planting more 
than 1 lakh trees and continuously explore advanced scientific methods of afforestation, 
ensuring a thriving ecosystem for generations to come.

Visit our website to learn more about our sustainable practices and join us in protecting 
our planet for a better future.

Afforestation

SSG Certifications & Awards
Our commitment to sustainability extends to our values and culture. We respect the rights 
of workers, strictly prohibit child labour, empower our employees both economically and 
mentally, and adhere to environmental, social, and governance criteria. Our sustainability 
certificate and carbon neutrality efforts exemplify our dedication to responsible practices

SSG Credence and Culture
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www.sreesanthosh.com

Tel.: +91  421 4254333
Mob.: +91 98942 11333
Email 1 : vinoth@sreesanthosh.net
Email 2 : vinoth@sreesanthosh.com

9-B,M.G.R Nagar, P.N.Road,
Tirupur-640602, Tamil Nadu, India

Sree Santhosh Garments

Web : www.sreesanthosh.com


